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So close 
Western Kentucky hands 
Panthers a 28-26 loss. 
Page 12 
UPI president: BOG statements inaccurate 
By JILL BAUTER 
Senior reporter 
Although the union representing Eastern faculty has 
decided not to file an unfair labor practice with the 
Illinois Educational Board of Labor Relations against the 
Boar_d of Governors, the president of the Illinois 
Professionals of Illinois claims previous statements from 
the BOG are inaccurate and misleading. 
In Wednesday's bulletin, the UPI said it had "now 
filed an unfair labor-practice with the Illinois Educational 
Labor Relations Board based on (Tuesday's BOG) bul-
letin," but decided instead to focus on the amount of 
money the BOG was offering, said Mitch Vogel, UPI 
president. 
In Tuesday's bulletin, it said "the board has offered 
$1.8 million in (fiscal year) 1992 for salary equity, basic 
increases, minima adjustments, promotion and other con-
ttactual agreements and has committed funds to salary 
equity in the future." 
Vogel said the l30G never made the $1.8 million equi-
ty plan offer. 
"We felt that it was an unfair labor practice, but we 
prefer to let that lie and concentrate on getting them to 
offer more than that," he said. 
"We ran (Tuesday's bu1letin) by our legal counsel 
before it ever went out and it does does not constitute an 
unfair labor practice," said BOG spokeswoman Michelle 
Brazell. "One point eight million dollars was a firm offer 
on the table." 
The purpose of the (Tuesday's) bulletin was to "get the 
facts out," Brazell added. "We felt union members were 
not getting the full story." 
More recently, Vogel said Friday's BOG bulletin, 
which outlined the legal effects of a strike on faculty 
salaries and benefits was the "start of a campaign to 
attack the union." 
The bulletin said striking faculty "will be treated as if 
they were on an unauthorized leave of absence from their 
duties and would not be paid for the time they are on 
strike." 
Furthermore, the bulletin said "the normal health/den-
tal and life insurance contributions made by the state of 
Illinois would not be paid for employees participating in 
the strike." 
Coverage could be continued by "direct payment of 
the state paid premium and any premiums for dependent 
and optional coverages. 
"Employees who do not pay for their coverage will 
lose eligibility for benefits for the period not paid and be 
subject to a six-month pre-existing condition clause upon 
return to work," continued the bulletin. 
According to Vogel, the bulletin was misleading 
because coverage would continue for six months and 
payment would not be required until the strike is over. 
"No one is going to lose their benefits," Vogel said, 
adding that the BOG bulletin only served to scare people. 
"In most cases, part of a settlement would be that the 
state would pick up those premiums," he added. 
"(Friday's) bulletin is totally accurate. It was not 
meant to be misleading; we deny that it is an attack," 
Brazell said. 
"We thought it was important that faculty members 
knew the legal consequences of a strike." 
An unfair labor relations practice filed against the 
Negotiator expects positive 
strike vote from faculty 
By JILL BAUTER 
nior reporter 
The chief negotiator for the University 
Professionals of Illinois, the union representing fac-
ulty at Eastern and the other four Board of 
Governors universities, said she expects a positive 
· e vote from faculty Monday and Tuesday. 
Two special meetings will be held for Eastern UPI 
embers from 5:30 to 6:30 p.m. on Monday and 
4:30 to 5:30 p.m. on Tuesday in Coleman Hall 
uditorium to inform the faculty of the status of 
contract negotiations and to take a strike vote by 
cret ballot. Strike votes will also be held at 
icago State, Governors State, Northeastern and 
estern Illinois universities. 
"We want people to come and be informed and 
e the best judgment possible," said UPI negotia-
r Jayne Ozier. 
"A strike vote does not mandate a strike, but it 
authorizes our UPI executive board to call a strike if 
negotiations break down and mediation fails," said a 
written statement from the UPI last week. 
If faculty at the BOG universities vote in favor of 
a strike Monday and Tuesday, only a few steps 
remain before a strike can happen. According to UPI 
President Mitch Vogel, the union must terminate the 
contract extension the faculty has been working 
under since Sept. 1 and file a five-day notice of an 
intent to strike with the Illinois Educational Labor 
Relations Board in order to strike. 
The UPI initially said they would mediate before 
taking a strike vote, and negotiations with a media-
tor are tentatively set for Thursday in Bloomington. 
But according to Ozier, taking a strike vote before 
• Continued on page 2 
ice president selection to be announced 
JAMIE RILEY 
ministration editor 
Barb Hill, acting vice presi-
nt for academic affairs, said 
e will announce Tuesday her 
lection for the position of act-
g associate vice president for 
emic affairs. 
several deans, associate deans, 
vice presidents, the Faculty 
Senate, Council on Academic 
Affairs, Council on Teacher 
Education, Council on Graduate 
Education and Council of 
Chairs. 
contract negotiations. 
Although the decision was 
Hill's, she opened the process of 
filling the position to the _uni-
versity community because she 
felt the person would have to 
interact with the faculty. 
We felt that it was an unfair labor 
practice, but we prefer to let that lie 
and COJ?centrate on getting them to 
offer more than that 
Mitch Vogel 
UPI president 
BOG in June because of increased insurance costs to fac-
ulty without negotiations is still pending, Vogel said. 
However, the two sides still are hopeful for a settlement. 
"We have bargained with faculty for 15 years and we 
have never have a problem working things out," Brazell 
said. She added that the union and the BOG have a very 
stable relationship and she is positive that a settlement 
can still be reached. 
"After the strike vote, I hope the board will see the 
faculty's standpoint in repealing the loyalty tax. I am 
very hopeful that mediation will solve our problems 
(without a strike)," Vogel said. 
The loyalty tax Vogel referred to is the 15 percent 
. deficit in faculty salaries compared to national norms. In 
his Oct. 17 speech to BOG trustees, Vogel said "that 15 
percent is in reality a tax upon the willingness of your 
faculty and staff to stay with the Board of Governors." 
DAN KOONCE/Photo editor 
The top two candidates were 
anne Simpson, assistant vice 
sident for academic affairs, 
d Terry Weidner, botany 
partment chair. 
Candidates were also inter-
viewed directly by Hill, as well 
as in an open interview with any 
interested persons from the uni-
versity was held for each candi-
date. 
Simpson's interview was 
originally scheduled for Oct. 31, 
but was rescheduled because 
Simpson was out of town for 
The position of associate vice 
president for academic affairs 
has been open after Charles 
Colbert was promoted from that 
position to the position of vice 
president for business affairs 
after Verna Armstrong, former 
vice president for business 
affairs, resigned for a position 
in Washington, D.C. 
Catch this one 
Interviews for the Simpson 
ere held last Tuesday. Weidner 
as interviewed Oct. 30. Both 
ndidates were interviewed by 
Craig French, a junior chemistry major, practices his Lacrose skills in 
the warm weather, on the field between Thomas and Taylor Hall 
Sunday afternoon. 
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Desert Storm veterans to be honored 
By CHRIS SEPER which will be placed in a promi- nation. A WEEKLY COLUMN BY ROBERT HENNINGS 
_C....;a.-m......._p_us.;......;e...;.d_it-o_r _______ . nent location on campus, accor-
ing to John Fede, captain in the 
ROTC. 
"What the university wants to 
do is recognize the students and 
faculty who participated in 
Desert Storm while the opera-
tions were going on," Fede 
added. 
TURNING BACK THE PAGES 
Eastern President Stan Rives 
and ROTC will honor more than 
25 of Eastern students, faculty 
and staff armed forces personnel 
Monday afternoon that served in 
Operation Desert Storm. 
A 3 p.m. ceremony designed 
to honor all faculty and students 
that served in the 1990 war. 
Rives will distribute letters of 
thanks to all participants who 
will then pose for a photograph, 
Rives will present all the 20 
students and six faculty mem-
bers with certificates. 
"We're glad that we as a uni-
versity are recognizing the stu-
dents and employees," Fede said 
earlier in the week. 
"The university is really 
proud of them for their courage 
and honorable services to the 
university, the state and the 
The letter will contain words 
of gratitude written by the 
ROTC. All participants will be 
on full military during the cere-
mony. 
All Eastern students, faculty 
and staff, as well as area resi-
dents, are _invited to attend. 
Man murders estranged wife, 
three others, then kills himself 
HARRODSBURG, Ky. (AP) 
- A man followed his estranged 
wife as she drove to a restaurant 
with acquaintances and killed 
her and three others before com-
mitting suicide. 
Tina Rousey, whose father 
was among the dead Saturday, 
said the gunman, Robert 
Daigneau, was consumed by 
jealousy. 
"He was very jealous and she 
had left him and he thought she 
had a date," Ms. Rousey said 
Sunday. 
Donna Daigneau, 33, had 
noticed Daigneau following the 
car in which she was a passen-
ger. So the car's driver, who also 
was killed, drove to where the 
police station had been and 
honked his horn, but the station 
had been moved. 
Daigneau drove up beside 
them, jumped from his pickup 
· truck and shot at the car's occu-
pants, said Ms. Rousey, whose 
mother, Ann, was in the car but 
wasn't injured. 
Police Chief Tim Bryant said 
Daign~au fired six shots into the 
car with his .357 Magnum. 
In addition to Ms. Daigneau, 
killed were Ms. Rousey's father, 
Palmer Rousey, 48, of Danville; 
Fred Alsman Jr., 48, of the St. 
Louis suburb Webster Grove, 
Mo.; and Thomas Bannister, 38, 
of Cahokia, Fayette County 
deputy coroner Johnny Leach 
said Sunday. 
Daigneau had fled by the time . 
police arrived, Bryant said. 
State police said a Lancaster 
police officer noticed Daig-
neau 's truck in Lancaster and 
followed it. Before the officer 
got out of his cruiser, Daigneau 
shot himself in the head as he 
sat in his truck, police said . . 
· FROM PAGE ONE 
Negotiator ..... .... ! · """' '"" I,< 
• From page. one 
mediation is "a routine procedure." 
"It's very confusing," said BOG spokeswoman 
Michelle Brazell. "In two bulletins, they said they 
would mediate first and then take a strike vote." 
"We never promised we'd do it in that order," 
countered Vogel. "If we had waited any longer, the 
strike would happen during finals week. Now we 
have more flexibility without hurting the students," he 
added. 
Whether the possible strike would happen during 
finals week or not, Brazell said, "It will never be a 
convenient time to strike." 
Faculty will also be informed at the meetings of 
"emergency opportunities" for them in case of a 
strike, Ozier said. 
"Interest-free loans will be made available to all 
faculty that strike - union or non-unfon faculty -
which will be paid back after the strike is over," Vogel 
said. The UPI will also offer a credit card program 
that allows striking faculty to receive a UPI 
Mastercard with no payments requrred until after the 
strike, he added. 
A written statemertt from the ·BOG -last weelcsaid 
that "p~son; ~n strike will be treated as if they were 
on an unauthorized leave of absence from their duties 
and will not be paid for the time they are on strike." 
Ozier said the BOG's policies on salaries and bene-
fits for striking faculty are common practice. 
The BOG and the UPI have been negotiating for a 
new contract since the previous faculty contract 
expired on Sept. 1. Faculty and staff are now working 
under a contract extention. 
Mediation has been requested to help the two sides 
compromise over faculty salary equity - which both 
sides claim is a priority. Early retirement options and 
health care benefit costs are also being negotiated. 
If a strike does occur, Ozier said civil service 
unions on Eastern's campus legally can not honor a 
picket line. "They are still under a contract," she 
added. 
However, Brazell said the BOG does not know 
what the unions will do. "That's one of the unknowns 
and certainly that would have an impact on keeping 
the universities open," she said. "(But) we will deal 
with it if we have to." 
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Editor's note: These columns were 
prepared by history Professor 
Robert Hennings with the assis-
tance of gradaate student Marcia 
Steward. In commemoration of the 
university's upcoming JOOth 
anniversary and the recent 75 th 
anniversary of The Daily Eastern 
News, Hennings' weekly column 
will take us back to what was hap-
pening this week on campus 75, 50 
and 25 years ago. 
75 years ago 
Normal School News 
Nov. 14, 1916 
Home Coming was a great suc-
cess ... Former students began to 
arrive Friday and from then on the 
students and faculty were busy 
greeting old fri~nds and class 
mates. As the h·omecomers came 
down Sixth or Seventh Streets, 
their blood warmed in loyalty to 
the blue and gray. 
* * * 
The Y.M.C.A. and Y.W.C.A. 
held a joint meeting in the parlors 
of Pemberton Hall on Thursday 
evening. Miss Williard gave a talk 
on the "Deplorable Conditions in 
the Prison Camps of Europe." 
* * * 
The school chorus consisting of 
all the students practiced each 
morning of last week at 9:30. All 
of the voices have been tested and 
we are expecting good results. 
50 years ago 
Eastern Teachers News 
Nov. 12, 1941 
Cooperating with the Charleston 
schools anti• witlfEastem-- m an· . 
attempt to .encourage the,.public. to 
visit their schools.during Americ"an 
Education Week, which began 
Sunday, Nov. 9, the local Rotary 
club is sponsoring the showing of a 
motion picture, "Education for a 
Strong America," this week at the 
Will Rogers theatre here. 
* * * 
The Eastern Illinois Symphony 
Orchestra will open its third ses-
sion with a "pop" concert on 
Tuesday, Nov. 18, in the health 
education building. Baritone 
Donald Johnson will appear as 
soloist, with conductor Robert 
Warner. The "pop" concert in-
cludes a number of short pieces 
chosen, according to Mr. Warner, 
largely because of their popular 
appeal to the individual who does 
not have musical training. 
* * * 
The contingent of soldiers from 
Camp Forrest, Tenn. came through 
Jerry's 
Pizza & 
Pub 
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Charleston Sunday, beginning 
about 11 o'clock in the morning 
and continuing in almost a steady 
stream from then until after 2 
o'clock in the afternoon. They had 
spent Saturday night in Evansville 
in the coliseum and other large 
buildings available for such use, 
and left there early Sunday morn· 
ing. They spent Sunday night at 
Champaign-Urbana, Monday 
morning going on into Chicago, 
where they participated in the hug 
Armistice Day parade on Tuesday. 
25 years ago, Eastern News 
Nov. 2, 1966 
"Eastern is changing and dis· 
cussing change constantly," Hobart 
F. Heller, vice president for instruc· 
tion, commented Thursday night in 
a speech before a group of county 
school superintendents. 
Heller, presently in his 36th year 
at Eastern, was introduced to the 
43 school administrators by Glenn 
Williams, dean of student academ· 
ic services. He spoke for 40 min· 
utes, combining memories of 
Eastern 's past and plans for its 
future. 
* * * 
A decade ago Charleston was a 
town without pizzas. Then Joe 
Adducci, a native Chicagoan, hit 
town with a pizza recipe h j pent 
six months in perfecting eight 
years before. 
Joe began a small restaurant o 
Jackson Street and gradually 
worked up and expanded business 
in his present establi~hment, "Piu.a 
Joe's," on Seventh Street south of 
the square ... 
Eastern Illinois appetites gradu-
ally changed and .accepted the ty 
of Italian and American cooke 
Joe specialized in. Students a 
Eastern Illinois State Teache 
College were early fans of Joe's. 
In just one decade pizza bee 
a way of life for many people 
"Pizza right now is up with ha 
burgers," "Pizza Joe" Adduce· 
asserts. 
* * * 
For the second week in a row 
Eastern player has won IIA 
"Back 9f the Week" honors. Tw 
weeks ago Joe Davis was pick 
for the the honor, and last wee 
Dennis Bundy, sophomore fro 
Fairfield, was honored for his pla 
in the Western Illinois contest. 
In the 16-6 victory over th 
Leathernecks, Bundy gained 8 
yards on the ground to pace t 
Panthers in their attack. Bundy caf 
ried 23 times and scored ohe 
Eastem's two touchdowns.' -
Up Up & 
Away 
Balloonery 
1 503 7th Street 
Phone: 
345-9462 
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Group sells /telegrams for a song 
' -~ 
By B. ANDREW VERCOUTEREN 
Staff writer 
Imagine a good male friend being given a very 
warm "Happy Valentine's Day" from a girl in a 
now-famous "Stix uniform." 
This was a possibility last Feb. 22 due to the act-
ing of some of the members of the Alpha Psi Omega 
Honorary Theater Fraternity. 
Now the fraternity wants to extend the singing 
telegram service to any special occasion, any time of 
the year. \ 
According to Amy Sherwood, the secretary of the 
fraternity, the singing telegram service has been con-
tinued due to the overwhelming response it. received 
during Valentine's Day last spring. 
"We made a lot of money (on Valentine's Day) 
last spring so we thought it would be nice if we 
could offer the telegrams for the rest of the yel!J."," 
Sherwood said. ·· 
According to Sherwood, the actors have general 
themes, but they are free to be spontaneous. 
"We offer birthday and Christmas and anniversary 
(telegrams)," Sherwood said. "There's all kinds of 
stuff that we caffdo." 
Also, if there is a theme the group doesn't have a 
routine for, the actors are free to improvise. 
"If someone wants a Thanksgiving one, it's not 
like we would say 'Well we can't do Thanksgiving 
ones because we don't have one set.' We could 
make something up," Sherwood said. 
She said the actors are always dressed in some 
kind of costume. 
' ' There's all kinds ofstuff that we 
can do. 
Amy Sherwood 
.. secretary, Alpha Psi Omega 
Honorary Theater Fraternity. 
'' The fraternity has held off from continuing the singing telegram service because most of the actors 
who do it have been involved in the theater depart-
ment shows, according to Sherwood. 
The money made from the singing telegram 
serivce would be used to send fraternity members to 
the American College Theater Festival in 
Carbondale. The money is to help . members with 
transportation and hotel arrangements. 
Sherwood also said the money earned would help 
pay for the fraternity's banquet in the spring. 
Anyone who wishes to use this service must call 
Sherwood at the theater department box office or 
should leave a name and number there. Sherwood 
said she would get back to them to discuss arrange-
ments and costs. 
CATHY BEHRENDT/Staff photographer 
"Everything we do is in costume; they (the actors) 
try not to do anything in regular clothes," Sherwood 
said. "Usually when someone asks for a girl (to 
deliver the telegram), it's for a guy, so one of the 
girls will go in a 'Stix Uniform' or in a sexy dress. 
The guys have 'Lounge Lizard' ·suits." 
Costs mostly depend on location, according to 
Sherwood. "For a student on campus it is $10, $15 
off campus," she said. This is because the actors 
may not have any transportation, she said. "If it is 
way off campus, like Mattoon, it will be $20." . each for the sky 
es Colyott. a junior physical education major, applies a coat of 
·mer to protect the new wood on his house at 401 Harrison againist 
winter weather Sunday afternoon. 
arm weather breezes through area 
Charleston enjoyed a breajc f;rorp 
week's bitter cold temperatures .• 
nday, and the mild weather 
uld continue through most of 
·s week, according to Dalias 
· , local weather observer. 
"It (the mild weather) should 
tinue through a good part of the 
," Price said. "This may be a 
eek's semblance of Indian 
the warmer temperatures would 
through next weekend. 
Last week's cold snap broke 
ur local records, Price said. 
turday 's low of nine degrees, 
which broke the previous record of The cold weather last week 
22 degrees, set in 1922. Friday's remains the coldest week in early 
low of about two degrees stood as November on Price's records, 
the week's low, Price said. • ·· which date back to 1900. 
.:.·we broke a re~mrd again.yester~ · '.'T.hi~ ·\Vas. the coldest.spell of 
day," Price said. "The cold persist- weather in early November ever 
ed; it moderated throughout the recorded. We've never seen it this 
day." cold as far up as Nov. 24," Price 
Price said the low Sunday mom- said. 
. ing was 16 degrees and that at 3 "It was a very persistent lqng 
p.m. the high had reached 43 cold spell, characteristic more of 
degrees. Christmas-time," he added. 
"We're not going to see 50; it's Wednesday night's snowfall was 
still a little colder than it ought to nearly three times the amount nor-
be," Price said. mally received for the entire month, 
"We're still into the after-effects Price said. 
of the cold spell, but it (the temper- "We got three inches. Normally 
ature) should be up at about 55 later in November we only get an inch~ 
in the week, a little more season- In December we get around four 
able-like weather," he added. inches," Price added. 
ypnotist to mesmerize at Union 
men experience the feeling of giving birth. 
Audience members may be hypnotized by the enter-
. ent of Dr. Jim Wand, an international expert in 
"It's interesting and funny, it should be a good 
show," Ruth said. "Several people from the activities 
office have seen Wand perform and really enjoyed his 
show." 
field of hypnosis. . 
Wand's performance, which is sponsored by the 
'versity Board and the the mainstage committee will 
orm Monday in the Grand Ballroom of the Martin 
During his fast-moving two hour program, Wand not 
only provides entertainment, but he also educates on 
what hypnosis is and isn't, dispels the myths and elimi-
nates any possible misconceptions his audience may 
have. King Jr. University Union at 8 p.m. 
Tma Ruth, administrative assistant of student activi-
explained that Wand will use 25 to 30 volunteers 
the audience to experience the feeling of being 
otized. Some of the audience participation demon-
Wand has hypnotized more than 150,000 people in 
his career and has worked with such celebrities as Jay 
Leno, the Chicago Bears and the Judds. 
· ans Wand has performed in the past includes hav-
a group experience a roller-coaster ride and having 
Tickets are for sale at the ticket office in the Union -
$3 for students and $5 for the general public. 
nited Way close to reaching its goal 
F.astern's 1991 United Way cam-
. has now met 85 percent of its 
,000 goal, according to Gary 
eldner, treasurer of Eastern's 
"ted Way committee. 
A total of $21,085 has already 
raised, and Eastern's commit-
is one step closer to raising one-
of the Eastern Coles County 
'ted Way campaign's $100,000 
, Gueldner said. 
In the past, more than 2,200 
tern faculty, staff and students 
e su orted the cam ai n. But 
Gueldner thinks more participation 
is needed to achieve the goal. 
"We encourage students and fac-
ulty to get in contact with the com-
mittee, to find out how they can get 
involved," he said. 
Gueldner, commenting on the 
progress of the campaign, found it 
"strange how well we've been 
doing, considering the limited 
funds of the university and the state 
of the economy at the present 
time." 
In the coming weeks, volun-
teers will be contacting people to 
remind them that the campaign is 
continuing and to ask for their 
assistance, Gueldner said. 
In addition to Gueldner, mem-
bers of the Eastern central commit-
tee include Jeff Cooley, internal 
auditing department and United 
Way committee chair; Sharon 
Bartling, English department; Larry 
Bates and Ed Corley, economics 
department; Shelley Flock, univer-
sity relations; Susan Harris, plan-
ning and budget department; Lou 
Hencken, housing office; Cal 
Smith, speech communication 
department; and Carol Strode, 
physical plant director. 
For special circumstances that call for a longer act 
or performance, she said the price would be negoti-
ated. 
Janes named interim chair 
of education department 
By BRENT GOERS 
Staff writer 
Larry Janes, professor of 
educational administration .. at 
Eastern sinGe 1983;· has been 
named interim cha"ir of the 
department of educational 
administration. · 
Janes temporarily replaces 
Raymond Calabrese, who has 
served as department chair 
since 1988. Calabrese has 
moved on to a position at the 
University of Texas in San 
Antonio. 
As chair, Janes will oversee 
four full-time faculty members, 
as well as the 145 students 
majoring in educational admin-
istration. Janes said he will 
essentially act as "department 
head, kind of like a principal of 
a small high school, basically 
mid-management." 
Janes maintains a busy 
schedule in addition to his 
position in the educational 
administration department. He 
is coordinator of Eastern's 
Administrator's Round Table, a 
forum comprised of area 
school district superi11tendents, 
key administrators and their 
guests, who meet regularly to 
address issues concerning edu-
cation in area schools. . 
Janes is also the author of 
"Legally Speaking," a regular 
column in the illinois Principle . 
magazine. He js a member of 
Correction 
numerous professional and aca-· 
demic associations, including 
the National Association of 
Educational Negotiators. 
Janes earned his bachelor's 
degree at Midwestern Univer-
sity in Wichita Falls, and he 
earned his master's and spe-
cialist degrees in educational 
.administration at Eastern and 
~ 
his doctorate at Illinois State 
University. 
Prior to joining Eastern 's 
faculty in 1983, Janes taught at 
Cleveland State Yniversity, 
Gonzaga University in S po-
kane, Wash., and Illinois State 
University in Normal. 
He has also worked for the 
Illinois Association of School 
Boards and has 13 years of 
experience in public schools as 
a teacher, coach and adminis-
trator. 
Janes said he anticipates a 
nationwide search for a perma-
nent chair in the next few years 
to fill his interim position. 
However, he . said, "I am 
pleased to get the opportunity 
to serve as interim chair and 
hope to maintain the quality 
this department has become 
known for through the years." 
Eastern's educational admin-
istration program is accredited 
by the National Council for 
Accreditation of Teacher 
Education and by the North-
Central Association. 
An article in Friday's edition of the Daily Eastern News reported that 
Karen Medina is the president of the Hispanic Student Union; Jay Martinez 
is the group's vice president. 
The News reported this fact incorrectly in Friday's edition, as Medina is 
the' vice president of the HSU and Martinez is the president. 
The News regrets the error. 
o!~; Eastern News 
OPINION 
page 
Editorials represent the opinion 
of the editorial board. Columns 
are the opinion of the author. 
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o ·esert Storm 
participants 
deserve thanks 
Students · and faculty who served in 
Operation Desert Storm will receive a word of 
thanks from President Stan Rives, the ROTC 
and the Eastern community at Old Main on 
Monday· as · Rives will hand out letters of 
appreciation to those who served in the mili-
tary operation. 
More than 26 of the Eastern's Desert Storm 
participants ...c. at least 20 of whom are students 
- will receive the honor, along with a photo to 
be hung in a prominent place on campus. The 
idea came from Eastern' s 
Ed• • I ROTC, who wrote thank Ito na you letters to the troops. 
To this, all that can be 
said is: finally! 
For the troops and their families Desert 
Storm was a degree of anguish, both mentally 
and physically. But for many students that left 
respective universities such as Eastern, the 
pressure was two-fold. Several students who 
were near graduation held off on the degree, 
and traveled to Kuwait instead. For some stu-
dents at Eastern who were a semester away at 
the time of their tour, January or may are now 
the months they will receive their degree. 
The contribution of the teachers and other 
faculty who had to go should not be over-
looked, either, as they left jobs and families to 
go. 
The war in Kuwait was monumental in so 
many different ways. Desert Storm was the. 
first war the United States was involved in 
since Vietnam. Also, and maybe more impor-
tantly, women joined the ranks of their male 
counterparts for the first time, filling roles 
never before taken up by the "weaker sex." · 
It was a blessing that all of Eastern's stu-
dents and staff returned from the war with 
their lives, and now Eastern's population - as 
well as the population of Charleston - will get 
a chance to. thank them for time well served. 
The News feels that the honoring of 
Eastern's Desert Storm participants is a worthy 
activity, as well as a ceremony long overdue. 
It is the hope of The News that students and 
faculty will brave the cold and give these for-
mer and present military personnel a long 
overdue thank you. 
1111111 ____ --.--_ __, 
• . ;:!~~::::::2;!:1 ~~~ 
Capt. John Fede 
Eastern's R.O.T.C. 
Too many groups can spoil the campus pot 
Don't think this is anything more 
than simply an observation, 
because·ifs not, but there are more 
than a few organizations at Eastern 
concerned with something as 
indiscriminate as race or sex. Or 
more importantly, how this ran-
dom condition has led to disatml-
nation. 
If the mere formation of these 
groups is any indication of a need, 
which we have to assume it is, It Mike 
would seem that sleepy little 
Charleston U.S.A has evolved into Chambers 
a town akin to Selma, Alabama -------
while we slept. 
It probably hasn't, on the surface at least. But one 
never knows what goes on in the dark confines of a white 
mind. And vice versa. 
Anyway, this thought occurred to me as I read the 
newspaper last Thursday. Consider a couple quick 
gleams: 
• Eastem's Women's Council is showing a film entitled 
"Still Killing Me Softly," which looks at women's role in 
advertising. 
• The Hispanic Student Union had a meeting. 
·The Black Student Union didn't have a meeting. 
• Neither did the Student-senate and ... 
·The White Student Union didn't have a prayer. 
·The Women's Study Council wants someone to 
argue about multiculturalism as opposed to separatism. 
I had a good Idea what separatism means. !t means 
breaking away and forming a new community: 
Colonialists were separatists. So were the Indians 
whothey robbed and murdered. So were the 
Confederates that murdered and were murdered to do 
basically what the Colonists had murdered to achieve 
about 100 years before. So are the IRA freedom fighters 
who blow up Irish people to show their dissatisfaction 
with the British government. Separatism I know. 
Multiculturalism? 
According to The Second Edition Unabridged Heavy_-
Duty Extra Thick Random House Dictionary of the English 
Language, multiculturalism deals with living with other 
Your turn 
races. You know, like America. . . 
Watching Donahue the same day, the focus oft 
show was the racial unrest in, of all places, Dubuq 
Iowa, where this white kid was angry about the r 
move of 300 plus people of color to his city. He s 
via a satellite hook-up from home. He couldn't appear 
person because he was still on parole for cross burning. 
Which brings us back to multiculturalism. 
At the beginning of this column I had a great idea 
fbrmlng my own Student Union to complementthe 
of them; the Black Student Union, the Hispanic Stud 
Union, the Gay /Lesbian Support Group and the Wh 
Student Union (which has died in form but lives on 
spirit). My group would give students like myself a fo 
where they can share their concerns and offer input 
topics that affect us, as well as providing an outlet for II 
minded individuals to express their views - a place 
"come out of the cold" so to speak. 
The Burned-Out-Students-With-Heavy-Book ba 
And-Sore-Feet-Because-They-have-To-Walk-To-Sch 
In-The-Morning-And-That-Don 't-Have-Cable-Televisi 
and-Want-World-Peace-But-Still-Get-Jewelry-Rash-Wh 
They-Wear-Their-Favorite-Watch-And-Have-Co 
Apartments-And-Never-Enough-Food-In-The-Hou 
Because-They-Haven't-Gotten Around-To-Go-Shoppi 
Optimist Club would have meet every Wednesday in 
smoking area of Booth Library. I figured when then 
paper covered our meetings they could just call us 
BOSWHBASFBTHTWfSITMATDHCTAWWPBSGJR: 
FWAHCAANEFITHBTHGATGSOC for short. But then 
reconsidered. I don't want to appear insensitive to 
other groups on campus. · 
So all future meetings are cancelled. 
Besides, since the only discriminatory practice 
group would ardently implement is to expel those 
wear orthopedic shoes, racial bias wouldn't be an i 
so we probably wouldn't get too much news coverage. 
Also, since there would be no leaders, no one w 
be more equal than anyone else. 
And honestly, who could go for that? 
Anyone? 
-Mike Chambers Is a staff writer and columnist for 
Daily Eastern News. 
Reader: UPI 
deserves what 
it's asking for 
that the UPI should be given the 
more competitive wages and bet-
ter health coverage that they are 
trying to get. 
lo us. 
I know that with the other thl 
going on around the campus, s 
as the strike, this is probably n 
major concern, but many people 
my residence hall along 
myself would like to see so 
improvemnets by next term Dear editor: 
Good luck! 
Andrew E. Foreman 
Phone system 
needs some 
I'm writing to ask why the Board 
of Governors doesn't seem to see 
fit to grant the University 
Professionals of Illinois what little 
they're asking for. After all, all they improvements 
really 'l(Vant are more competitive 
wages and better health coverage. Dear editor: 
While I don't claim to know I am a freshman at Eastern this 
much about their health coverage year, and I reside in Carman Hall. I 
in comparison to that of teachers at would like to say that this phone 
other universities, it is a well- registration idea is a good one, but 
known fact that their salaries are It definately needs some work. 
among the lowest in the state. There must only be one or two 
Does the BOG believe that our phone lines. There are 44 residents 
teachers are not worth the amount on my floor, all of whom started 
of money that they are asking for? dialing at 8 a.m., and by 11 :30 
Would they really rather have a a.m., I was one of only three who 
strike on their hands than give our had gotten through. I realize that 
teachers what they deserve? this is a large campus and patience 
I realize that my opinion won't is required, but three and a half 
really affect the outcome of the hours of dialing or more is redicu-
negotiatiolfs; -l:hlf' tr rs- myr-6pfnibfl- - ----- - • - • - - · - --- • · · - - • - " - · 
Kevin Sch 
Letter policy 
The Daily Eastern News en 
ages letters to the editor con 
ing any local, state, national 
international issue. 
Letters should be less than 
words. For the letter to be prin 
the name of the author, in addl 
to the author's address and t 
phone number, must be indud 
Anonymous letters will not 
printed. 
If a letter has more than th 
authors, only the names of the 
three authors will be printed. 
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Banquet highlights 
world food problem 
By HOWIE SCHLACKS 
Staff writer 
A hunger banquet sponsored by 
the Newman Catholic Community 
will be held at 5 p.m. Tuesday at 
the St. Charles Borromeo Catholic 
Parish Center, located at 9th and 
Madison. 
The banquet is designed to help 
make people more aware of hunger 
problems in the world and to dispel 
some of the myths surrounding the 
world food problem, according to 
Roy Lanham, director of the 
Newman Center. 
The program and dinner witl 
include a short film on local and 
world hunger and a forum open for 
questions, LJ}nham added. The 
price of the meal is $3 for students 
and $5 for non-students, payable at 
the door. There is a $1 discount for 
anyone who brings a can of food, 
Lanham said. 
Students, faculty and Charleston 
residents are welcome to attend. 
''The goal of the banquet is two-
fold," Lanham noted. "The first is 
tQ raise awareness to the issues of 
hunger, not just worldwide but 
locally also. The second goal is a 
fundraiser for a local food pantry 
and for the Newman Center's Haiti 
Connection fund. (The money will 
go) to help build a kitchen in 
Kobonal, Haiti." 
Close to 80 percent of the funds 
will go towards the Haitian kitchen, 
which is part of a Haiti orphanage 
that the Newman Center is sponsor-
ing. At the orphanage, they are cur-
rently cooking food off the ground, 
Lanham said. 
A turnout of about 100 people is 
expected at the dinner, he added. 
A shuttle will be provided for 
students without transportation who 
want to attend the meal, Lanham 
said. The shuttle will start at the 
Martin Luther King Jr. University 
Union at 4:30 p.m., arrive at 
Carman Hall at 4:40 p.m. and stop 
at Lincoln-Stevenson-Douglas 
Halls at 4:45 p.m before departing 
to the St. Charles Parish Center. 
DAN KOONCE/Photo editor 
Let it Rain 
Claude K. Sluder, director/tenor (left), and De Vera Edwards Thomas, soprano (right), part of the Golden Raintree 
Singers, pelformed 19th century popular songs, Broadway tunes and operatic excerpts at the Tarble Arts Centf(r 
in front of a crowd of about 30 people Sunday afternoon. The Golden Raintree Singers, organized in 1979 in New 
Harmony, Ind., have pelform_ed throughout Indiana and toured southern Germany in 1982. 
'Night Mother offers view of private world 
Open House designated 
to attract new students 
By DEBBIE CARLSON 
Managing editor 
, 
A glimpse into the last few 
hours in a woman's life and her 
Jessie replies matter-of-factly 
that she is going to kill herself. 
From then on, the dialogue is 
Thelma's one-woman battle to 
keep her daughter from ending 
her life. 
Review 
By PATTY CULHANE 
Staff writer 
The Admissions Department has 
scheduled an Open House all day 
Monday for high school students 
thinking about attending Eastern. 
Director of Admissions Dale 
Wolf said he expects "between 400 
to 500 students with families" to 
visit campus Monday. 
Most of the state's. publi€ high 
schools have given their students 
the day off Monday for Veteran's 
Day, which Wolf said makes it a 
very important day for admissions 
tours. 
"The weather will play an 
important part as well in determin-
ing turnout," Wolf added. 
Academic Department and 
Student Personnel Services repre-
sentatives will be available in the 
Grand Ballroom of the Martin 
Luther King Jr. University Union 
from 9 a.m. to noon to answer any 
questions from the prospective stu-
dents, Wolf said. reasons for ending it are at the 
Campus and residence hall tours heart of 'Night Mother, a two-
will be given throughout the day. actress play written by Marsha 
Students and their families will also Norman, now playing in the the-
be given free meal tickets so they ater department. 
can sample the food at any resi- The play invites the audience 
dence hall's food service, Wolf into an intimate conversation 
said. between a mother and daughter. 
Many of the different depart- The daughter, a woman in her 
ments on campus will have open 30s, is contemplating suicide 
houses for the students in the after- ~ while her Il)oth,er l\ttempts to 
"' • ~ ~ Jt .4 
n'ooil, he adde-d.- A few of' the s op her from doing it. 
departments focluoe' tlie Lumpkin .~ ; • The approximatefy one an·d a 
College of Business, Communica- half-hour-long play opens with 
tion Disorders, Fine Arts, Industrial Thelma Cates, played by Amy 
Technology, Physical Sciences and Sherwood, a junior theater arts 
the Greenhouse, which will be major, walking around her small 
open for interested students. house eating a snack cake and 
As well as participating. i~ the calling to her daughter, Jessie. 
?pen houses offered by adm1ss1~n~, Jessie, played by sophomore 
mterested students should v1s1t theater arts major Rebecca 
Eastern on a regular school day, Snead, is looking for old blan-
Wolf sugges~._ kets, towels and her father's 
"When v1s1tors come, they 
should see the school as it is on any 
day," Wolf said. 
gun. 
When Thelma questions 
Jessie's desire for the gun, 
Thelma desperately tries to 
find a way to change her daugh-
ter's mind, ranging from small 
talk to soul-searching, but Jessie 
is determined to complete her 
task. 
With calm, reassuring tones, 
Jessie tells Thelma she will take 
care of her mother before leav-
ing. Jessie crefites lists on how 
to do the wash, what to do with 
the trash, how to order groceries 
and even what Thelma can say 
to everyone after Jessie kills 
herself. 
Jessie is portrayed by Snead 
as a level-headed, straight-think-
ing person, someone who has 
finally come to terms with the 
hardships and troubles of her 
past, while Sherwood's Thelma . 
appears neurotic and troubled. 
During the play, mother and 
daughter change roles - Jessie 
becomes the mother figure by 
taking care of Thelma, who 
needs guidance if her daughter 
is to commit suicide. 
The setting of the play gives 
the added closeness the drama 
needs to deliver its message. 
The small area of the Playroom 
in the Fine Arts Center con-
tributes to the intimacy of the 
dialogue. The seating goes no 
further than about 15 feet back 
from the stage - it lets the audi-
ence feel that they are part of 
this private conversation. 
Although suicide has many 
taking sides, 'Night Mother 
offers two views on the subject 
and offers no suggestions nor 
right or wrong answers. It lets 
the audience decide. 
'Night Mother will continue 
at 8 p.m. Nov. 13-15, with a 2 
p.m. performance on Nov. 16. 
Tickets are $6 for adults, $5 for 
senior citizens and children and 
$3 for Eastern students with an 
ID. 
SAT elections Monday 
By AMY LEUSCHKE 
Staff writer 
The Student Action Team will 
hold e lections for its national 
liaison at its meeting Monday. 
Nominees Jody Stone and 
Michelle Ferrandino will make 
short electoral speeches and will 
answer questions about the 
Student Action Team. 
The Student Action Team will 
meet at 6 p.m. in the Kansas 
Room of the Martin Luther King 
· Jr. University Union. 
Sti:>ne, the group's public rela- · 
tions chair, is also part of the 
Student Action Team's peer 
counseling at Charleston High 
School. 
High school students who are 
having trouble is the focus of 
the 20-member peer counseling 
group, said SAT president Terry 
Tumbarello. 
Members of the group who 
are participating in the peer 
counseling project attended a 
two-hour training session 
Saturday to learn how to be a 
peer counselor. 
"I'm really excited about how 
things went," said Stone after he 
had met with his high school 
student for the first time. 
"It really went well; my stu-
dent and I have talked a lot 
about things," he added. 
The Student Action Team will 
also discuss new developments 
in the Whistle Stop Program. 
"We're still working out the 
logistics of the program; it will 
be discussed further at 
Monday's meeting," said 
Ferrandino, SAT policy and 
finance committee member. 
According to Tumbarello, 
there are a lot of new items to be 
discussed at the meeting. 
"We're going to discus·s a 
time for normal SAT elections," 
he said. Normal elections will 
be he ld ne ar th e end of th e 
semester, he added. 
Officers hold their positions 
for one year, except for the new 
national liaison, who will not be 
elected during the regular elec-
tion, he added. 
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11 die in Yugoslavian battle 
~~i~~:~~I~\~11 . -
One day after the Serb-domi, keepers arrived. 
nated Yugoslav leadership is- But U .N. officials said last 
sued a su~prise call for ·u.N. week the world body would not 
peacekeepers in secessionist send peacekeep.ers while the 
Croatia, the army also rained European Community, which 
more shells on another strong- has mediated at least 11 failed 
hold in the republic - the former peace efforts, was involved in 
tourist center of Dubrovnik~ trying to stop the warfare. 
Croatian radio said four peo- Croatia has said it would 
pie were killed in the shelling accept peacekeepers along its 
Sunday in the Adriatic port, but prewar borders, not between 
one radio station in Dubrovnik present-day Serb and Croat lines 
put the toll at 11. Reporters in as Serbia suggests. Serbs control 
the city said some fearful resi- about one third of Croatia aftei: 
dents stood on their balconies four months of fighting. 
and fired automatic weapons or The fighting began after 
even pistols at the gunboats Croatia declared independence 
pounding the port. Gunfire hit at on June 25. Serbia has said · 
least two renowned hotels. Croatia cannot secede from 
Following the Serb call for Yugoslavia within its prewar 
peacekeepers on Saturday, a borders, claiming the republic's 
leading Yugoslav army general, 600,000-strong Serb minority 
Nikola Uzelac, told reporters would face persecution. 
Sunday that his Serb-dominated More ethnic tensions have 
force could leave the front in been raised in the country in 
two or three days ifU.N. peace Bosnia, where ethnic Serbs 
_completed two days of voting 
Sunday on a secession referen-
dum. The republic is wedged 
between Croatia and Serbia and 
fighting could break among its 
Muslim, Serb and Croat resi-
dents if the Serbs try to leave 
Bosnia with territory. 
There were no reports of any 
violence in the balloting, and no 
results were expected before 
Tuesday. 
In Vukovar, Belgrade media 
said Yugoslav troops had cap-
tured a strategic hill overlooking 
the center of the river town. A 
defense official in Vukovar said 
in a telephone interview from 
the Croatian capital Zagreb that 
the two sides were fighting 
street-by-street in the rubble of 
town, which appeared to be on 
the verge of falling after a three-
month battle. 
On Sunday, Serbs and Croats 
fought street by street in Vuk-
ovar. 
Belgrade TV showed film of 
battles reminiscent _of footage of 
the final Allied operations in 
Germany in World War II. 
Federal soldiers climbed thr-
ough shattered windows and the 
rubble of wrecked houses. 
FRIENDS & CQ 
509 Van Buren 
-
•" .. 
BEARS 
MONDAY 
NIGHT 
FOOTBALL 
25¢ HOTDOGS 
'. 
ERNEST SCARED STUPID (PG) 
7:00 . 
NECESSARY ROUGHNESS 
(PG13) 7:15 
·Find out what It's 
. · ·nke:to ~dy . . · 
. . : :~b1'98.d. ·. 
. .. Meeting : 
.. :NefdaY : 
· · Novem~1~ . 
.. : at 7 p.11'1. · 
Colei:nan Hall 222 
HYPNOTIST 
Dr. Jim Wand 
TONIGHT IN THE 
GRAND BALLROOM 
81:·00 P.M. 
TICKETS ON SALE AT TICKET OFFICE 
MON. 9:00-3:00 
$3 STUDENTS W/ID 
$5 GENERAL PUBLIC 
TICKETS ALSO AVAILABLE AT THE DOOR 1111~~'.::F.:"' 
£Mrrt .,.,.,,,. ,._,..,,. !Jmguage study abroad pmoidts an 
unpa~ opportunity for attaining fluency in a fureign language. 
&Mtil ~ ........ Studying abroad enables you to gain a 
ghbll perspective as itprooidts mluable insights intoh«ootherpeoplts 
um: and live. 
...... " CMwr ,.,.,.,.,,.,, In a society which is becotning 
. increasingly ~tional in scape, you 'II gain the edge that future 
. . .'employers fJ!ill recogniz£. . 
. . 
. 0.,. F•r U/•· WhetheryouSeledasummer; semesterorfullaca-
dmJicyituprogiam, you'Ufindthatstudyingabn¥1dwr1lchangeyourlife. 
...,,,,......., ...,,For details on campus contact: 
~A~ Ameiicanlnatitute 
. . W ;v-..,. · For Foreign Study 
· Dept.PR 
. · 102 Gre9Jlwlch Avenue 
Dr. Wolfgang Schlauch 
Coleman Hall, 216H 
Phone: 5£1-5423 
Offlc:e Houn: M-F 2-4 p.m. 
· Greenwich, CT 08830 
(203) 889-9090 
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Pagliai's Pizza 
Large Thin Single Item 
&·Qt. ·of Coke 
For the Low Price of 
.· $7 .95 plus tax 
Unless Stated 
Not valid with any other offer 
Open Daily 4 pm - 1 am 
2 am on Weekends 
' 345-3400 
OPEN 
Daily 11-2 
Dinner .- SPAGHETTI - Garlic Bread 
ALL YOU CAN EAT $2.75 
·NFL NIGHT 
Bears vs~ Minnesota 
20 &.32 oz. Premium Special 
Amaretto Stone Sour 
..:.: 
. I:~:~:~~:~~a~:;i:~:: ::: 
Big Screen 1V 
N.O C.HANGES ·1N 
P.F~·ICE. OR SERV.ICE 
FOR ... $.:P.RING 1992 AT 
.. Lil1co1iiWood/Pinetree 
. . 
Studio.: l~ ·-2 & 3 Bedroom 
~ . Compietely Furnished 
· 5 .· rriinilte. walk to campus 
· ·. :_· .Central Air 
. .·· . 
.Heat, Paid In Certain Units 
~4 ·Hcnir Maintenance 
... .. 
Call 
. . 3:.45~6000: 
DRAPER AND KRAMER 
"''"'""""' 
,<·r-E.c..~-_ 
;;i~· :~ ACCREDITED 
i 'i MANAGEMENT \. J ORGANIZATION ' 
~~ 
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uke denies Nazi membershi·p P~ CARRY ~OUT SPECIAL I GOOD 7 DAYS ·A WEEK 
him wearing a Nazi arm band in I ( ) NEW ORLEANS (AP) .-
vid Duke denied Sunday that 
was ever a Nazi Party member 
1969 and carrying a sign "Gas the ••. A Large. . 16'' 
Chicago 7." 
7 
•• I 
I 
I 
I 
again apologized for his past 
tolerance as the campaign for 
uisiana governor moved into 
last week. 
questioned ~hether he pocketed 
$19,000 he raised for a pro-white . 
group protesting a 1987 civil 
rights march in Forsyth County, 
Ga. A Duke spokesman said the 
money was returned to donors 
unless they ·opted to make a "per-
sonal gift" to Duke, the magazine 
reported. 
· Duke, 41, said he was 19 at the I . · e 
time, was frustrated and trying to I Sausage P1z· za 
protest what he .believed was the 1- . . ~ 
wrong direction his country was · $ 
I 
I 
I 
I Duke, a renegade Republican, 
d former three-term Gov. 
win Edwards, a Democrat, 
arred on NBC's "Meet The 
They spent most of their 20-
. ute segment disagreeing and 
terrupting each other and trying 
shake off their pasts. 
The side-by-side meeting in the 
studio was the last scheduled 
int appearance by the two 
fore their runoff election on 
Duke, a state representative 
who has been disowned by 
President Bush and other GOP 
leaders, was grand wizard of the 
Ku Klux Klan in the late 1970s 
and was a Nazi sympathizer. 
taking, but admitted that he I 6 95 
"didn 'r choose the right method." 11 e 
"I was never a member of the 
Nazi Party or anything like that," I Good on Cany-Out Only 7 Days a Week 
Duke said when asked why he I Offer Expires November 27, 1991 
~~~~~~d the Nazi philosophy as a I Stretch It At 
"I reject Nazism. I reject 
Communism. I believe in less __ ..c__-~lfC' ,' -~~- • 
government, and that's what I -
stand for." I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
. I 
I 
I 
day. 
Afterward they both neaded for 
ies and fund-raisers. 
When quizzed about his quali-
fications to lead Lo~isiana and 
knowledge of the state, Duke 
couldn't identify the top three 
employers or the number of resi-
dents who live below the poverty 
line. 
Host Garrick Utley asked Duke 
about his past, holding up a front-
page picture in Sunday's edition 
of The· New York Times showing 
Duke denied ever saying I 
Adolf Hitler was "a genius." I 
Duke also renounced a 1988 I 
statement while he was running I 
for president in which he was I 
quoted as saying, "Zionists have I 
long ago bought George Bush and I 
Michael Dukakis." . 
909 18th Street 
Charleston 
348-7515 
815 Broadway I 
Mattoon I 
234-6442 
Also Sunday, Newsweek said it 
reporting in its Nov. 18 issue 
one-time Duke backers have 
irst U.N. forces arrive in Cambodia . 
PHNOM PENH, Cambodia (AP) - Australian 
ldiers in blue berets arrived Sunday in Cambodia, 
first of a vast U.N. force that will try to keep 
e in the country wrecked by 13 years of civil 
An eventual $1 billion peacekeeping force will be 
the largest since the U.N. dispatched 20,000 soldiers 
and police to the Belgian Congo, now Zaire, in 
1960. 
ar. 
In yet another sign of hope for the devastated 
utheast Asian land, U.S. diplomats were flying to 
om Penh on Monday to restore relations severed 
years ago. 
"I wish you all success," Ataul Karim, a 
Bangladeshi who is the civilian head of the peace-
keeping mission, told the Australi~s at a welcom- -
ing ceremony at Phnom Penh's international airport. 
Japanese diplomats also arrived to open a new 
bassy, four days ahead of the arrival of Prince 
orodom Sihanouk, who will lead an interim gov-
ent. 
"I'm very enthusiastic," said Barclay Sedge, one 
of Australian soldiers. "It's an opportunity to do 
something worthwhile and put our training into 
practice." 
Under a United Nations-brokered peace accord 
· ed last month, the government and three guerril-
groups are to lead the country toward democratic 
Other U .N. troops will be deployed in small 
groups to monitor the cease-fire signed in Paris last 
month among the four warring factions. 
tions scheduled in 1993. 
The war between them raged since Vietnam 
vaded in 1978, ousting the ruthless Khmer Rouge 
mmuriists that three years earlier drove out a pro-
New Zealand troops, includi):lg two who were on 
Sunday's transport from Darwin·, Australia, will 
educate Cambodians on how to avoid the tens of 
thousands of land mines that are buried throughout 
the country. 
erican government. 
The 37 Australian soldiers, wearing blue U.N. 
ets and armed with daggers and pistols, arrived 
ard two C-130 transport planes also filled with 
s of communications equipment. 
Because of the mines and long years of warfare, 
Cambodia has the highest percentage of war-dis-
abled in the world, along with an abysmal health 
care system and the lowest per capita income in 
Asia. 
The Australians will set up communications links 
een the four factions, and between e1,1ch faction 
d the United Nations, before being joined by 
ps from 22 other countries to observe the truce. 
With Soviet and Eastern European aid all but 
dried up, Cambodian leaders are eager for friendly 
ties with the United States and other nations that 
can provide help. 
Doonesbury' controversy heats up 
The Associated Press 
Searing satirist Garry Trudeau 
s divided newspapers once 
ain with his "Doonesbury" 
mic strip. This time, Trudeau 
eges a cocaine cover-up and 
· target is Vice President Dan 
yle. 
The two-week series begin-
. g Monday prompted some of 
l,400 newspapers and other 
blications that buy "Doones-
" to compose editor's notes 
stories explaining why they 
· I - or won't - run them. 
Other newspapers did nothing 
usual. 
Some editors said the issue, as · 
past "Doonesbury" controver-
sies, is censorship. Others said 
Trudeau exceeded the bounds of 
libel law and good taste with 
unsubstantiated allegations that 
Quayle bought cocaine while he 
was a U.S. senator. 
One sequence alleges a Drug 
Enforcement Administration file 
exists on Quayle and "someone, 
somewhere covered up the exis-
tence of the file," said Lee 
Salem, editorial director of 
Universal Press Syndicate, 
which distributes "Doonesbury." 
The syndicate said it was satis-
fied with the satirist's sources. 
The DEA said last Wednesday 
that it had investigated allega-
tions in 1982 that Quayle, then 
an Indiana senator, had used 
Kappa ~ 
\S'1/ol) 
MEMBERSHIP 
DEVELOPMENT 
PROGRAM OUTLINE. : 
First Semester Week 1 & 2: 
College Orientation 
Programs Determination of 
Big Brothers 
WEEK 3: FORMAL INITIATION 
weeks 3 through 9: Continued college and 
fraternity orientation programs 
Second Semester: Initiation into the Order of 
the Founders 
Informal Rush This Week 
• 
cocaine and QuaaJudes. The 
DEA said it found the allega-
tions to be groundles·s. 
Quayle called the strips a 
Trudeau "vendetta." Trudeau 
has shaken up his subscribers in 
the past with strips portraying 
bleak living conditions for U.S. 
soldiers during the Gulf War, 
alleged Mafia ties of Frank 
Sinatra and ·the anti-abortion 
movie "The Silent Scream." 
· "Trudeau walks the line con-
stantly - that's the edge that cre-
ates so many fans," said John 
M. Walter, managing editor of 
the Atlanta Journal7Constitution, 
which won't run the Quayle 
series. 
I 
I 
I . 
·.. PLEASE PRESENT1HIS COUPON WHE!ll PICKING UP ORDER •• 
• ••••••••••••••••••• 
Cheeseburger 
Every Monday 
"3rd12ei: 
For a limited time during regular lunch/dinner hours at participating Hardee's restaurants. 
5118©1991 Hardee's Food Systems. Inc. 
a~~~ll NOV. 11, 1991 "'\,,,,,,, },,,,·,.,,,,,,,,,, "',,,,,,,,,,, 
THE DAILY EASTERN NEWS 
The Daily Eastern News 
cannot be responsible for 
more than one day's incor-
rect insertion. Report errors 
immediately at 581 -2812. 
A corrected ad will appear 
in the next edition. 
All classified advertising 
must meet the 2 p.m . 
deadline to appear in the 
next day's publication. Any 
ads processed after 2 p.m. 
will be published in the fol-
lowing days newspaper. 
Ads cannot be canceled 
after the 2 p.m. deadline. 
Classified ads must be 
paid in advance. Only 
accounts with established 
credit may be billed. 
All Advertising submit-
ted to The Daily Eastern 
News is subject to approval 
and may be revised, reject-
ed, or canceled C!,t any time. 
The Daily Eastern News 
assumes no liability if for 
any reason it becomes nec-
essary to omit an advertise-
ment. 
DIRECTORY 
SERVICES OmRED 
TRAVEL 
TRAINING/ScHOOLS 
HllP WANTED 
WANTED 
AoomON 
llu>£S/RJDERS 
ROOMMATES 
FOR RENT 
FOR SALE 
LOST &. FOUND 
ANNOUNCEMENTS 
POSITIONS AVAILABLE: 
Developmental Trainers 
needed to work with develop-
mentally disabled adults. 
TRAINING, CERTIFICATION 
and BENEFITS PROVIDED. 
Full and Part-time, start 
$4.60/hr. Apply in person at 
738 18th St. 
________ 12/6 
FREE SPRING BREAK 
TRIPS to students or student 
organizations promoting our 
Spring Break Packages. 
Good Pay & Fun. Call CMI. 1-
800-423-5264. 
-~-ca10/29-31,11/4-11 
DELIVERY DRIVERS, DELIV-
ERY DRIVERS, DELIVERY 
DRIVERS, DELIVERY 
DRIVERS wanted for full and part 
time positions. Must be at least 18 
yrs. old and have proof of insur-
ance. Apply in person at Jimmy 
John's Sub Shop. Located at 
1417 112 4th St. before 11 :OOa.m. 
and after 2:00p.m. 
________ 11/13 
MAKE $150-$300 IN 3-10 
HOURS by selling 50 funny 
college t-shirts. No financial 
obligation. Smaller & larger 
quantities available. Call toll 
free 1-800-728-2053. 
________ 11/15 
ON-CAMPUS JOB, OFF-CAM-
PUS SALARIES. EIU Office of 
Deveq:rnent kxK<> 1o hire energetic 
slL.da'$ for Annual T elefund Drive. 
During spring semester-Saturday 
and Sunday hours. No phone calls, 
please apply in person with Anne 
Voegeli at Brainard House. 
_________ 11122 
Female for housework, some odd 
jobs. Be available before 4:00 
p.m. and Saturdays. 348-1550 
before 4:00 p.m. 
_______ 11/12 
The Ea 
oaily stern News 
CLASSIFIED Ao FORM 
Name: _______________ _ 
Address: _____________ _ 
Phone: Students D Yes D No 
--------
Dates to run-------------
Ad to read: 
Under Classification of:-------------
Expiration code (office use only) _________ _ 
Person accepting ad _____ Compositor ____ _ 
no. words/days ______ .Amount due:$ ____ _ 
Payment: D Cash D Check D Credit 
Check number 
20 cents per word first day ad runs. 14 cents per word each consecutive day 
thereafter. Students with valid ID 15 cents per word first day. 10 cents per word 
each consecutive day. 15 word minimum. Student ads must be paid in advance. 
DEADLINE 2 P.M. PREVIOUS DAY-NO EXCEPTIONS 
The News reserves the right to edit or refuse ads considered libelous 
or in bad taste. 
P.M. 
6:00 
6:30 
7:00 Fresh Prince MacGyver: 
ADOPTION: Happily married, 
financially secure couple, wish to 
adopt a white newborn. Will give 
lots of fove and security. Legal 
and confidential. Call 618-462-
9144 Carol and Robert. 
FEMALE ROOMMATE(S) 
NEEDED, OWN ROOM, OWN 
LEASE, APARTMENT CLOSE 
TO CAMPUS, CLEAN, WATER 
INCLUDED. 345-5205 
2 bedroom, furnished apartment. 
Includes dishwasher, carpeting, 
central heat & air. Close to cam-
pus. As Low as $130/month per 
person. Carlyle Rentals. 348-
7746. . 
_________ 12/6 
Furnished rooms all utilities paid 
(no heat) ample parking. Cable & 
private phone 1-792-567 4. 
____ ca10/21,28 1114, 11 
Subleasor needed for Spring 
Semester. $160. 348-1970. 
________ 11/12 
1, 2, and 3 bedroom apartments. 
FuUy furnished, convenient location, 
available rem and for Spring term. 
Cal 345-0021. 
_________ 1216 
R:>ommate needed for Spr. 92. 155 
/mth plus utilities. Call Dan 345-
5564. 
_________ 1216 
Roommate needed. Park Place 
Apts. $130/month & half utilities. 
345-6783. 
________ 11/12 
Housing for 2, 3, 4. Close to EIU. 
Jim Woo:J, Century 21. 345-4489. 
_________ 1216 
Male Subleasor needed. Spring 
Semester. ONn Room, Furnished, 
Great Location. $190/mo. 348-
0910. 
______ ca.1117,11,12 
Spring Subleasor needed. Own 
Room. $116 per month. Call Tom. 
345-3738. 
________ 11/11 
SOMEONE TO SHARE APT. 
OWN ROOM.VERY NICE. 
$137.50'rv10NTH & 1/2 UTIUTlES. 
345-7933. 
________ 11/15 
Male subleasor needed for Spring 
Semester. House close to camp.lS. 
Own room. Summer free. 345-
796.5. 
________ 11/15 
01e bedroom furnished apartment 
available Spring Semester, A/C, 
dishwasher, close to campus. 
Negotiable rent Call 345-5287. 
________ 11/13 
MALE SUBLEASOR RYL HGTS. 
APT. PH 345-7302. SPRING 
SEMESTER. ASKING $165 -
NEGOTIABLE. 
________ 11/15 
Female Subleasor needed. Own 
room, washer and dryer. Close to 
camp.lS. 348-0459. 
________ 11/12 
Two female Slilleasors needed for 
spring. Furnished, $160/month 
irdudes utilities. Call Sue 581-0059. 
________ 11/15 
Male subleasor needed for spring 
semes1er. Goo:J location. Fa more 
info, call Eric 348-8103 (after 6). 
________ 11/18 
1 bedroom, unfurnished apartment 
availci:Jle seoord semes1er ... Rent 
will be ba5e on irmre ... Call 345-
7838. 
________ 11/13 
Need to Rent an Apartment, look in 
the Daily Eastern News ClasSfieds. 
_________ 11/11 
For sale one Remington Electric 
adding machine CHEAP. 345-
6797. 
-----~--,-~1217 
'84 Honda Mcqia 7ffrc. Looks and 
runs excellent! Must sell $1, 150 
080. Call 581-5477. 
~-~----c-----,-.,--1217 
Sony CD player $50, M.tent digital 
sound processor $!50. Four auto 
Bose speakers w/equalizer, digital 
radio cassette $200. More 345-
7282. 
________ 1217 
Magnavox stereo $30. Realistic 
stereo $125. Marantz Equalizer 
Amp. $60. Zenith 12" speci<ers $15. 
348-5460. 
_________ 1217 
Formals for Sale. $75 to $100. Sizes 
3 and 5. Call Kelly after 6:30 pm 
348-7732. 
_________ 1217 
82 KZ650 6500 mi. Runs and looks 
great $750.00 348-1983. 
1987 Chevette 4 speed A 
cassette, new tires, looks great, 
good 75,000 miles $2300.00 
0692. 
_________ 1 
1985 Dodge 600 All electric 
good condition $4,500. 1976 
Hornet good 850.00 345-6415. 
_________ 1 
1980 Mazda Rx?. New paint, 
tires. 104,000 miles. $2300 
348-7825. 
~--------1 
1978 Gibson G-3 bass guitar 
hard case. Go6d condition $275 
Brian 348-8703. 
'86 YAMAHA FZ 
red<Whiteiblue, quick, km mile$, 
tires, runs great! Must sell, 
345-9129. 
Speedo swim sutt size 10. 
never worn tags are attac 
$30.00. Call 581-5758. 
GAY/LESBIAN SUPPORT-DISCUSSION GROUP meets every w 
If you'd like more information, please call the Counseling Center 
X3413. All calls are confidential. 
ALPHA PHI OMEGA will meet today at 5:30 p.m. in 301 Life Sci 
All actives and pledges must attend. Don't forget that money is due 
M&M's today! 
BLACK STUDENT UNION will meet today at 6:00 p.m. in the Sull' 
Room. Pres. Stan Rives will talk to the Black Student Union reg 
ing funding and any other questions that arise. All interested 
attend. 
PLEASE NOTE: Campus clips are run free of charge one day only 
any event. All Clips should be submitted to The Daily Eastern 
office by noon one business day before the date of the event. Exa 
an event schedule for Thursday should be submitted as a Campus 
by noon Wednesday. (Thursday is the deadline for Friday, Saturday 
Sunday event.) Clips submitted after deadline WILL NOT be publi 
No clips will be taken by Phone. Any Clip that is illegible or con 
conflicting information will not be run. 
ACROSS 30 $ubsequenHy- ._fi3Pace 
64Pitch 
.......... l , -
1 Boxer's thrusts 34 Floor covering 
5Rescue 35 Exit 
9"Madam, I'm 38 Church part 
--
" 39 Beatles (palindrome) recording 
13 Beehive State 42 Secular 
14 Having rounded 43 "Desire hath projections 
--": Burton 
15 Actor Lugosi 44 Gelderland city 11 Stet's opposite 
45 Ferber and 
17 Revere Millay 
1aVerve 470perated 
19 Beatles 
recording 48Concur 
22 Closed truck 50 Gentle pat 
uMelody 52 Etnean ejection 
24Beasts of 53 Beatles 
burden recording 
21 Arab's outer 62 Netherlands 
garment cheese 
Murder, She Movie: Robin Childhood 
65 Dream, in Aries 
66 Kind of puff or 
sauce 
67 Neat 
68Singles 
69 Word on a towel 
70 Palindromic 
emperor 
DOWN 
1 Garland or 
Canova 
2To--
(precisely) 
3 Belle's milieu 
4 Lay aside 
s Does a job on 
20 Down 
6"--Ben 
Adhem'" (l. 
Hunt poem) 
7 Sentence part 
8 Swelling 
9 Deviant 
10 Cold-cuts store 
11 King of comedy 
12 Male lion 's 
locks 
14 Sight in 
suburbia 
20Caravan 
L.A. Law 
13 
16 
34 
39 
42 
45 ' 
62 
65 
68 
27 Defensive body 
covering 
28 Yogi of baseball 
29 Poplar tree 
31 Broncobuster 
32 Dodge 
33 Actress Taylor 
36 D.D.E. was one 
37 Distress signal 
40 Scholastic 
environments 
41 Hideaway 
46Pouch 
49 Urban area 
populated by a 
minority group 
s.1 Bungle 
52 Monad 
53 Kind of 
sandwich 
54 First garden 
55 Rant's 
companion 
56 Adjective for 
pittance 
57 Cuchulain's 
wife 
58 Evian and 
Baden-Bad 
59 Classify 
60 Distinct part 
61 Verne's cap 
Get answers to any three clues 
by touch-tone phone: 1-900-4 
5656 (75¢ each minute). 
Movie: Working Natural World Disney Movie: Ki 
7:30 Blossom Major Dad Schaap Talk Wrote Hood Girl Solomon Mi 
8:00 Movie: The Murphy Brown NFL Football Skiing WWF American Exp. Movie: The Alaska Whales Little House 
8:30 Deadly Machine Designing Women Bears at Wrestling Cover Girl and oft Prairie 
9:00 Northern Exposure Vikings American Muscle News the Cop Star Trek: The World Away Combat Movie: The 
9:30 Not Frontline Star Trek: The Sheepman 
10:00 News News 1991 IROC MacGyver Night Court Being Served Spenser For: Next Generation Safari Panther Country 
10:30 Tonight M*A*S*H SportsCenter Kojak Movie: Hire Arsenio Dick Tracy 
11:00 urrent Affair News Equalizer Gary Shandlin Beyond 2000 National 
11:30 Late Night Hard Copy Love Conn. NFL's Great Mom. Movie Molly Dodd Party eographic 
1--------1217 
1!B! ~ 6!50CSR Ork Blue, 
Miles, New Tires, Batt, Chain, 
sell Fl/'St~. 345-6161. 
t.--------~1216 
Zenith 25" console TV $150. 
arantz speakers (165 watts) 
$125lpair. ReaflSlic DX-440 All-band 
communication receiver $150. 
. 3454426after10 am. 
1--------1217 
!B! Dod;Je 400 CXJNVERTIBLE. 
cxn:ition. $100J 0.8.0. Call 
345-9735. 
, _______ 1217 
1984 Honda Aero 125 Scooter. 
lent condition. $600.00 345-
or 348-5008. 
FOUND: Cream and Black knit 
glove. Found in Coleman. Claim at 
Daily Ec5ten1 News alice. 
_______ 11/11 
LOST: Child's Pink, Purple, and 
Green Bock Pack in hallway near 
EASTERN News Office. Contains 
sd1ool Books. Call Betsy Hall 345-
7\IZ2.. 
_______ 11/11 
LOST: Keys around Buzzard. 
Please call 3674 ~found. Leave 
message for Christy. 
_______ 11/12 
FOUND: Reddish framed glasses 
in Buzzard 200. Claim at Daily East-
ern News. 
_ ______ 11/12 
. FOUND: ONE MALE BASSET 
HOUND AND ONE FEMALE 
(NURSING) BASSET HOUND 
OUTSIDE OF TOLEDO. CALL 
581-3648. 
11/13 
We Pay Cash for Broken g;:>ld jew-
elry, diamonds, dass rings, g;:>ld or 
silver coins & collection moclem & 
antque guns. The Pawn Shop 518 
6th On the Sq.Jare. 348-1011 
________ 1217 
Singing Telegrams!! Birthdays, 
· christmas,Ann~ersaries,Speciru 
Oxasions. Call 581-3110 8-12 and 
1-5 M-F for details. 
________ 12/6 
Last d1ance for fv'icx:k I.SAT Exam-
Th.Jrs. 14th 4 p.m. 581-2987 or 345-
7461. Awlication deadline is Nov. 
13. ~are in Coleman Hall 204. 
_______ 11/12 
VATE JONES: TOP BUNK 
_______ 12/6 DANCE PARTY? TOP OF THE 
Clls Cu1lass, reN atjne, tires, WORLD BABE. I LOVE YOU! 
bales, $1850 080. 345-3738. KEVIN . 
. _______ 12/6 11/11 
1900 Chevy Monza 65000 miles, Pam..& Patty: You Guy.s are.. 
tires, body fair, needswofk.- -oo~,~ffrbeing · 
000 348-8008. there, Love ya, Kerrie. 
_______ 11/11 
AMY WHEATI.EY: HAPPY LATE 
B-DAY! HOPE YOU HAD FUN. 
LOVE YA, KERRIE. 
_ ______ 11/11 
TRACY WELLER AND CHAD 
BANDY: Thanks for Wednesday 
Night, You're great parents. A-Phi 
Love, Jcx:fle. P.S. Congrats Dad on 
getting IFC President 
_______ 11111 
·-
'SELL SHORT 
SAVE LONG' 
It's the 1 for $1 deal! 
The Daily Eastern News 
will run your 
CLASSIFIED AD 
for 1 day for $1 * 
•10 words ONE DAY is $1.00 
'THE 1 FOR $1 IS AVAILABLE TO ANY NON-COMMERCIAL INDIVID· 
UAL WHO WISHES TO s..E.LL AN ITEMS OR ITEMS (MAX. OF 3 
ITEMS). ALL ITEMS MUST BE PRICED • 
_______ Phone: _____ _ 
Under Classification of: FOR SALE Person accepting ad __ _ 
Expiration code (office use only) ___ Compositor __ _ 
No. words/days _____ ___:l\mou(lt .du!l :$ _ __ _ 
Spring Subleasor needed, Park 
Place Apartments. aose to cam-
pus. Rent negotiable. Call 345-
2849. 
_______ 11/19 
STEVE LAUGHLIN, Congratula-
tions on being named DEL TA 
ZETA man. I hope you have a 'Mll1-
derful Birthday. Love, Sta:ey. 
-----=---- 11/11 
CONGRATULATIONS CHAD 
Bl\NDY 01 b3i-g ~the reN 
IFC PRESIDENT. Love Tracey & 
.k:xE. 
_______ 11111 
HE¥ 00 EPSGetreed,ttrthe p:jlra 
p:rlytri;ft l...o.e hl ALPHA. A-llS. 
_______ 1111 1 
A-llSG\MSG\Ml\E(H-!ITESQn. 
gattrs CJ1 g.Tg cdle-We b.e ~! 
YarS:Bs. 
_______ 11111 
Care lure trte hi'i¥l- B:xi< ~ 
~ p:rty a: MJJH. 
ER'S CalJ:la&DtaB-70'.lpm ~ 
~.3:524EB. 
_______ 11115 
PAT 9-HHY: CXN?Rt\1U.Al0£ 
O>J EEN3 JllAit\ CWvt l\N\N PGf>N 
I/£ J.Sr CXl.lINf IEr s::J.,ffi'.E 
PS CH;AT PS YClJ 00. L.OJE, 11-E 
Jll.Rit\GlllvS. 
_______ 11/11 
l...SA. ~AST, YO.JR X-TRI\ 
s:£alll...SSTffiSJIN)flj3_ YWPJT-
1'-G ~Cl..FIX-TRl\s:£alll...t-O-ff 
Q.ffil.OJEYO.JRs:a=Ef A5[ 
_______ 11111 
~i::.k\tg t-bt-azes;ab:E"S'.i.m 
bl ttnra FlmtrEEfil R::l:stt>~ 
1:m 
_______ 11111 
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THE DAILY EASTERN NEWS 
Tau Kappa Epsilon proudly Sell your unwanted items in 
announces the full implementa- the Daily Eastern News 
tion of the Membership Devel- Classfieds. You won't regret 
opment Program. Become a . it. 
member of the Greek System 11 /11 
without the hassles of pledging. Tell Someone you love how 
The Time is Now! (Rides/Info much you care. Send ~hem a 
348-1333). Classfied. 
_______ 11 /11 _______ 11/11 
Watch Out.for the 
Parents Weeke-nd .. 
Guide 
Coming Nov. 14 
Calvin and Hobbes by Bill Watte..Son 
\.\£1l..O, Ct>.l'll~ S\'l9.'f:.I~~ . 
I'D ll~E iO OR.l:>ER ~ 
~£. MKOO\J'{ PIZZA . 
I 
-'~ 
Calvin and Hobbes, 
...-.> ·' 11·1 I 
Doonesbury 
Doonesbury 
SO I li.!A5NT T&CHNICAUY tAll? 
OFF. I M&AN, TH~ /iJ/31<& 
f3VeNTS 8f3Y0Nf? MY CONTROl, 
MY UNeMPt.OYME3NT f?Oe81V7 
f<e.AU-Y !?eFUCT °".~
ON MY PeR- w · '...::-; 
FORMANU. 
01.\, l'I'<\ S~R'{ . 
'{O\l MIJST \.ttl.'lt. 
01A\.£D :nw. -w~ 
N\l\o\&R . \:,1Xj)~£. 
'{OIJ LOOK MCRt. L\ \(( v I 
'i()\)'Q.E &lNG PDRED. 
t .\Qi iO t<\~\(£ 
£\Jt.R'(OOt.'$ DA.'i A. · 
. urn.£ M()R£ 5'>Ql:£AL . 
by BiU Watterson 
1\-1£. ~\...D 
OOl<ES '(OJ 
W\.\t:N '{()IJ'l<t. 
COOL. 
BY GARRY TRUDEAU 
7Hf3~CH 
OFIJeATH 
YOU CARRY. 
IT'sA 
PR08i-eM. 
I 
a1, mAT'S 
THf5GYM. 
I OIPN'T 
HAVE3 71Mf5 
7VSfOW&R. 
I 
\ 
·BY .GARRY TRUDEAU 
.. 
10 Monday, November 11, 1991 
Lady Panthers capture crown 
By RYAN GIUSTI 
Staff writer 
lowed closely by Evansville and · outstanding performances turned 
Northern Iowa. 
"We had a team type meet," 
The men's and women's swim · Padovan srud pf his Lady Panthers. 
team did not do as well as head "Everyone was involved." 
coach ~ay Padovan thought they Junior Kim Beasey had an out-
would in this weekend's Panther standing meet, winning. three 
Invite. events and setting two school 
They did better. records. Beasey won the 200 
The Lady Panthers swam to their Individual Medley _in a time of 
second straight Panther Invite title, 2: 16. 7 eclipsing the old school 
while the men posted a strong third- . mark of 2: 17.3 · set by Gale 
place finish _in the six-team meet . Pavick 11 years ago. But Beasey 
hosted by Eastern on· Friday and was· not done there. She set 
Saturday. . another school record on her way 
"I thought the women had an to winning the 400 IM in a time 
outside chance if they swim good," of 4:52.6. besting Jamie Pistorio 's 
Padovan said ''The men I thought time of 4:53.6 set in 1983. 
would finish fifth or sixth. We were Beasey also won. the 200 butter-
elated." fl · 
. y 10 2:.13.4~ . 
The women used their depth en The.400 Medley Relay team of 
route to repeating as Panther Invite Bea.sey, Lee Singer, Colleen 
champions. It was a close race for Roach, and Heather Hoffman had 
the top spot as Eastern was fol- · a meet"best time of 4:16.3 . Other 
Football· 
• From page .J2 Herb Davis' seven-yard scamper to 
the endzone to· put . Western 
"As we got closer and closer, it . Kentucky on the scoreboard first. 
kind of calmed my nerves a little After Eastern tied the seore at seven 
bit," Rennels said. "I had iny head on Thorne's 18-yard pass to Cook, 
down, and from what I heard it col- the Hilltoppers once again took the 
lapsed up through the middle. ball the distance of the field. 
Everything felt good. I thought I Thompson connected with 
had it." Brumbelow on a 21-yard timing 
Brumbelow said that the pattern to .give them the 14~7 lead. 
Hilltoppers victory was · a big win The Hill toppers final score of the 
for the player's and he just did what half came ort a two-yard keeper by 
he was supposed to do. Thompson. · 
"It was a pretty good way for our "We talked a lot at halftime," 
seniors to go out," he said. "I was Spoo said; "Both the cooridina-
just supposed to jump up over the tor's had some pertinent things to 
nose guard and the left tackle. The say and I had some things to say. 
kick was just so low that we were Basically, we came out played 
able to get to it." together finally; There was a lot of 
The Hilltoppers appeared to be finger pointing in the first qalf and 
on their way to an easy victory, as I've never seen us so disorga-
junior quarterback Eddie Thomp- nized." . 
son led Western Kentucky to three The turning point of the come-
first half touchdowns. back attempt may have come ~hen 
Their first drive covered . 84 Paul Pennington forctl(j a fUm.ble at 
yards on 11 plays. Thompson the Western Kentucky 38. Eastern 
rushed for 46 of those yards on four · was able to take advantage of that 
carries setting up senfor tailback turnover, as Castilio went around 
in by the Lady Panthers include 
Annell Metzger's second place 
finish in the 500 freestyle and 
Ronae Scheuer's second in the 
100 butterfly_. Singer finished 
third in the 50 freestyle, second 
in the 100 freestyle, and second 
in 100 backstroke. 
The men's side was won by 
Evansville followed · by 
Vmcennes and then Eastern. The 
Panthers were led by Bill 
Costello who picked up the only 
first place finish for the men. 
Costello won the 100 butterfly 
with a time of :54.5. Shawn 
O'Neill finished fourth in the 100 
freestyle, but had a time of :49.3. 
"Both teams has exceptionally 
good meets," Padovan said. ''This 
was definitely our biggest meet 
· before the final two meets in 
February." 
the left side for a one-yard touch-
down run. Rennels kick made it a 
21-14 ballgame. 
Eastern closed the gap to 21-20, 
when Castillo scored his second 
touchdown of the quarter on a two-
yard run up the middle. Spoo elect-
ed to go for the lead with over ten 
minutes remaining in the contest, 
but Thorne's pass intended to Jamie 
Pilson fell short. 
"I thought we had some momen-
tum," Spoo said. "I thought maybe 
we could have got a play in there 
and turned the game around at that 
point. There was a lot of time left 
and I thought if we could have 
stopped them, we could have got 
the ball back. But we had that fum-
ble on punt that hurt us." 
Eastern tlid get the ball back Q_n fl 
punt, but cornerback Ray McElroy 
muffed the kick and turned the ball 
over to the Hilltoppers. Although, 
the Panthers eventually got the ball 
back, their momentum was lost and 
Eastern was never fully able to 
recover from it. 
The Dally Eastern New.s 
(~ I(!l9J (~ I(!l9J (~ I(!l9J (Wl!):z I(!l9) 
& MONDAY NIGHT ,a 
:: FOOTBALL!!. ~ 
g FREE FOOD BUFFET ,1 
g NO COVER .I 
g BEARS vs. VIKINGS ~ 
:: $1 25 Old Style Draft a 
: Bottles ~ 
& Doors Open at 7:30 a 
(flfi$... ).9) (flfi$... u.) (~ ).9, (~ -~ ? . . -
~ur~1Dry Cleaners 
~COMPLETE OUAL.ITY CLEANING 
.. ~d t •Curve on S. 4th St~ . ~- 19./7 · 
• Alterations • Leather & Suedes 
• Area Rugs • Monogramming 
• Clothing Storage • Reweaving 
• Draperies • Silks 
• Furs •Starched Shirt Service 
• Insurance Claims • Wedding Gowns Heirloomed 
Monday-Friday 7:00-5:00 
Saturday 8:00., 12:00 I 345-4546 I 
Convenien~ly located close -
to campus JUSt arouund the 
curve on South 4th st. 
*TKETKETKETKETKETKETKETKETKETKETKE * 
T 
K 
E 
T 
K 
E 
T 
K 
E 
TKE 
TKE INFORMAL 
RUSH 
1 ·:: ,. · :· : , :Yohlg·t"lt 6 ~30-7 :30 p. m. 
~ Phi Sigma Sigma 
~ Greek Court · 
E For more information call: 348-1333 
T 
K 
E 
T 
K 
E 
T 
K 
E 
T 
K 
E 
T 
*TKETKETKETKETKETKETKETKETKETKETKETKE* 
NEED EXTRA MONEY? 
National Marketing 
Company Needs People 
With Good Phone Voices. 
@~arty's i EASTERN'S ~ 
Earn $5 per hour 
Guaranteed PLUS 
Bonuses 
To Apply call 
348-5250 EOE 
CONGRATULATIONS . 
JOHN ALBERTS 
E DAILY . 
EASTERN NEWS . 
AD REP OF . 
THE MONTH 
Read 
The Daily 
Eastern 
News 
Today's Lunch Special ••• 
Grilled Chicken Club w /fries 
$2.99 
I DISCOUNT AUTO 
I REPAIR CENTER (Tomorrow: Bacon Cheeseburger w /fries $ 1. 99) 
$3 Pitchers ~ 
Monday Nlte football 
BEARS VS. VIKINGS I 
FREE BINGO 
Campus 
6 p.m: .. 7 p~m. 
Sandwich 
Giveaways. for· 
Each Winner! . 
Come Spell Out 
B-1-N-G-O 
Today! 
McDonald's 
·Every 
Tuesday Night 
Grand Prize 
Every Night! 
$5 Gift Certificate 
fRONT DISC : LUBE, OIL & I WINTERIZE SPECIAL 
BRAKES . I FILTE'l~~ANGE: RADIATOR $4299!$ASH&W9s: $29~~ 
loci"'''' p"' I 1 4 : . 
Resurfacing Rotors I Includes 
& Labor I Up to 5 Qts. Oil I 2 Gal. antifreeze 
Metallic Pads Extra Most Cars I exp 11 /15191 
(Expirn11/15.'S>1) I {Expire111/15/91) --------~---------L------- -SPECIAL DISCOUNTS · FOR 
EIU STUDENTS 
FREE INSPECTIONS 
Recommended 
for Rear Wheel 
Drive Cars 
exp 11/15191 
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ooters end season the Wright way 
Baron Hollimon and the rest 
's teammates on the Eastern 
team couldn't have written a 
ending to their season than 
did on Saturday against 
t State at Lakeside Field. 
llimon scored what proved to 
e game-winning goal with a 
ooted boot from the top of the 
ty box with 3:19 remaining in 
game that gave the Panthers a 
and they hung on to claim 
victory over the Raiders. 
I feels good that I could con-
te to the team the way I did 
score the game-winning goal -
uldn't ask for more," said 
imon, who alorig with Jeff 
k, Tom Pardo, Terry Dixon 
Dino Raso played their last 
as seniors for the Panthers. 
like a picture perfect career, it 
the right way." 
e wanted to end the season on 
itive note," said head coach 
Mosnia, whose team finishes 
year at 9-9-1. "Even though 
things didn't go very well for 
·ng the year, but there is a lot 
tential with the individuals 
we have coming back." 
of those players Mosnia has 
ing next season is freshman 
fielder Paul Agyeman. 
man put the Panthers on the 
at the 16:50 mark of the first 
after Wright State goalie Mike 
ory bobbled the ball in front 
e Raider goal and Agyeman 
y put home the first score. 
a game played on a sloppy, 
y snow-filled Lakeside Fielcj 
s got ugly at the end of the 
half when a fight broke out 
een Bullock and Wright 
's Errol Dougl~. BotQ {>lay..e~s 
g with Eastern goalie Eric 
ibog and the Raiders' Scott 
ers were given red cards and 
out of the game. 
think everybody was up for 
iliAki 00AWAIAssoc1ate pnoto editor 
Eastern's Paul Agyeman battles for the ball with Wright State's Rob 
Drake during Saturday's battle with the Raiders. 
(the game). Wright State was up Brian Waltersheide hit one past 
for winning the conference cham- Panther goalie John Gouriotis 27 
pionship, so" they wanted this game seconds later to cut theJead in half. 
badly and I thought there were a lot "We defended well until when-
of frustrations," Mosnia said. "We ever we scored - we let up a little 
kept the ball away from them and I bit," said Mosnia. "It was one of 
think they came after us to a certain those up and down and up and 
degree." down types of games." 
Nursing a 1-0 lead coming out of After Hollimon 's score put 
the halftime lockeroom, the Eastern up for good, Wright State 
Panthers struck again when Jim answered with 1 :29 remaining in 
Davidson kicked one home from the game when Jochen Friedhofer 
25-yards past a diving Gregory for put back a loose ball hit off of the 
: <\ 2-0 ~s~,ad,\f3lllage with 15:56 crossbar t{) trim the leaG 10'·3"'2."' "1 
. . ' remammg. The Panthers ran out"the clock 
Wright State, which is now 9-9- and Wright State never made a 
1 and 5-1 in Mid-Continent play, serious threat for a tie down the 
was quick to strike back when stretch. 
edskins remain undefeated 
ASHINGTON (AP) - The Washington 
· s' 10th consecutive victory became a personal 
Baugh completed 24 passes for 446 yards on that day. 
Gary Clark, who caught three touchdown passes 
and gained 203 yards, was the favorite target for 
Rypien, who also ran for a touchdown. 
ase for Mark Rypien. 
ien had a career-high six touchdown passes, 
for a career-high 442 yards and shattered a 43-
ld record for average gain per completion, lead-
lhe undefeated Redskins to a 56-17 victory over 
tlanta Falcons on Sunday. 
ypien, whose performance came against the 
's fifth-ranked pass defense, completed 16 of 31 
The Redskins became just the 14th team in NFL 
history to open a season with 10 consecutive victories. 
The Falcons, who turned the ball over six times and 
were unable to establish much of a first-half'offense, 
fell to 5-5. 
, for an average of 27.6 yards per completion. 
t broke the record of 18.58 by the Redskins' 
y Baugh against Boston on Oct. 31, 1948. 
The Redskins broke the game open in the second 
period when Rypien's 4-yard bootleg touchdown run 
made it 21-3 with 1:55 remaining in the first half. The 
score was set up by a 32-yard pass to Art Monk. 
asketball 
"From page 12 
we appeared to be in rnid-sea-
fonn as he scored eight of the 
's first twelve points, including 
three-pointers to give the 
rs an early 12-5 lead. 
ey got the ball to me when I 
open," said Rowe, a senior 
. "So I just stuck the ball in 
le. Over the summer I really 
ed on my outside shot and I 
that it is paying off for me 
. Hopefully I can keep this up 
good things will happen for us 
tern then went on a 10-0 run, 
d off by two David Olson 
-pointers at the 12:00 mark to 
pand a five-point lead to 30-
Ison, the team's three-point 
· ist, knocked down four dur-
lhe contest and fmished with 14 
ts. 
lead remained at 15, as the 
rs went into halftime with a 
36 advantage. 
ter Eastern opened up a 21-
point lead, Marathon Oil's Scott 
Hicks caught on fire. The former 
Notre Dame guard scorched the 
Panther defense for 24 second-half 
points and the Eastern lead was cut 
to 84-76 with 4:54·remaining. 
But that was as close as they 
would get as Leib held the Panthers 
together, with his 8-10 shooting 
from the field, before fouling out. 
Leib said that he attributes his 
success to good work ethic in the 
summer . 
"I worked on my post moves that 
I had over the summer," Leib said. 
"I really worked in the weight room 
and tried to build a little more 
strength inside and I think that it 
has payed off. I feel a lot more 
comfortable with my post moves 
now." 
The large lead Eastern had early 
in the game enabled Samuels to 
insert a number of freshman into 
the game. Point guard Derrick 
Landrus and forward 's Andre 
Rodriquez and Louis Jordan all saw 
playing time and did their jobs to 
hold the lead where it was. 
"I was pleased with their play," 
Samuels said. "They were nervous 
obviously, that's why I wanted to 
get them some playing time and get 
them past that nervousness. 
As a team, Eastern shot 52.8 per-
cent from the field and outrebound-
ed a taller Marathon Oil team 48-
28. 
Samuels said that during the 
course of the game, his team did a 
lot of positive things, bul there is 
also a lot of things that have to be 
worked on. 
"We did some good things," 
Samuels said. "We executed our 
offense well, we found Olson in the 
stretch and we got Curtis the ball 
and he is going to be an effective 
post player for us. 
"I wasn't pleased with our 
defense. I don't think we contained 
the ball as well as we need to. I 
don't think we had good vision on 
the weak side and we also let some 
passes get through that shouldn't 
have." 
<J [> 
Chi's 
SUPERFOOTBALLBASH 
BEARS VS VIKINGS 
$1 00 Giant Draft 
$1 00 Longnecks 
$250 Pitchers 
Free Food 7-8 
tt 
25¢ Hot Dogs 50¢ Chili 8-close 
Choice of 2 Free Posters 
.<:] t;::... 
International Movie 
RODRIGOD 
NoFUTURo 
Date: Tues. Nov. 12 
Time: 8:00 p.m. 
Place: University Ballroom 
Price: $1 w/ ID 
Eastern Illinois University Theatre 
presents -
'NIGHT, MOTHER 
A Drama by Marsha Norman 
8 p.m. November 6, 7, 8, 9, 13, 14, 15, 16 
2 p.m. November 10, 17 
In the Studio -- Doudna Fine Arts Center 
$6 Adults, $5 Senior Citizen & Youth, $3 EIU Students 
Phone 581-3110 for ticket info. & reservations 
Mon.-Fri. 1-5 p.m. and one hour before performances. 
~~*.MYJIHN'S 
§JJllR' . 
HOME-MADE 
GOURMET 
SUBMARINES 
ON FRESH BAKED BREAD 
IMMEDIATE 
DELIVERY 
11 AM 2PM & 4 PM TO 2 AM 
345-1075 
C> Jimmy Johns, Inc. 1986 · 
Sell Your Unwanted 
Items in the Daily 
Eastern News Classifieds 
. . . · ·1 : · ,1 1: SHANNON THOMAS/Staff photog 
Eastern kick returner Ray McElroy fumbles the football in the second quarter against Western Kentucky on Saturday at Smith Stadium, T,_he Hilltoppers failed to score off of the fu 
when safety Shannon Sutton intercepted a pass at the two-yardline. Eastern lost their fifth road game of the season as the Hilltopp;ers pulled out a 28-26 victory. 
By KEN RYAN 
Associate sports editor 
BOWLING GREEN, Ky. - It wasn't a one-pomt loss, but 
the end result was just as disappointing for the Eastern foot-
ball team this weekend, as the Panthers dropped a 28-26 deci-
sion to the Hilltoppers of Western Kentucky on Saturday. 
The Panthers faced a 21-7 halftime deficit, before they 
team woke up in the second half to rally for an opportunity to 
win the game with a last second field goal. 
After running back Edson Castillo was stopped short of the 
goal line, sophomore field goal kicker Darrell Rennels' 17-
yard attempt with three seconds remaining in the game was 
blocked by the Hilltoppers' Mike Brumbelow and the 
Panthers fell to 3-6 on the year. 
Head coach 'Bob Spoo said that it was like coaching two 
different teams out there. 
' ' \' 
Eastern tbok over possession of the ball at the Wes 
"The first half was as bad as I've seen a football team 
play," Spoo said. "But the second lialf they got it all together 
and I thought it was a valiant effort. I thought we. did every-
thing we needed to do to win a ball game." 
Kentucky•24~yard line with 2:53 remaining in the contest 
Thqpi.e, connected with Jamie Jones and Broe Montgo 
on t~6 passes to put the ball on the Panther 40. Then 
seven-yard run up the middle by Jones, Thome scrambled 
17 more yards. Eastern, trailing 28-20 \\'.,ith 7:05 le~t in the game, went to 
work on their comeback bid. 
Sophomore quarterback Jeff Thome led the late charge 
when he connected with flanker Jason Q.>0k on a 61-yard 
touchdown pass. Thome scrambled out of the pocket before 
seeing a wide-open Cook at the 30-yard line. Cook caught the 
pass and raced to the endzone to close the gap to 28-26. 
Jones scampered for 13 more yards that put the ball on 
Hilltoppers t5 yard-line and they called a time out with I 
remaiiiing. · -
Spoo decided to go for the tie, but Thome's conversion 
pass to Cook fell incomplete and the lead remained at two for 
the Hilltoppers. 
Th Panthers then tried to run the ball in. Thome picked 
six on1.a•k¢per. Castillo, who rushed for 91 yards on the 
then \Yas denied the reaching the goal line three times 
wound up at the one-yard line, corning up just short of 
goal line on is last attempt. That set ·up Rennels last-s 
field goal try. 
I After the Panther defense held tough and forced a punt, 
•Continued on page JO 
Spikers c-ome up empt 
on Iowa road swing 
By KEITH FARROLL 
Staff writer 
The Lady Panther volleyball 
team had its troubles on the road 
again as it dropped two 
Gateway Conference matches 
this past weekend in Iowa. 
Eastern, whjch is now 12-19 
overall and 1-6 in conference, 
has lost nine out of its last 12 
matches on the road. 
Drake University hosted 
Eastern Saturday in a match 
which both teams were seeking 
its second conference win on the 
season. The Lady Bulldogs 
chalked up the win in a close 
five game match, 15-11, 7-15, 
15-5, 13-15, 15-10. 
"We should have beaten 
Drake," said Eastern coach 
Betty Ralston. "In the fifth 
game, we didn't stay aggressive. 
We had our chances. We just 
couldn't put the ball away." 
some of them watched a mo 
It's not the best way to pre 
for a conference match." 
Three Eastern players we 
double figures in the ina 
Ralston said that was one of 
few highlights of the week 
Sophomore Susie Green ha 
kills, 26 digs and four a 
Sophomore Kim Traub add 
kills while tying the sch 
record with seven solo bl 
She had eight total blocks on 
evening. Junior Lori Olson 
away 12 kills while serving 
four aces. 
Northern Iowa sho 
Eastern why they are sittin 
top of the Gateway Confer 
as they shut down the L 
Panthe~s 15-3, 15-8, 15-7. 
"The first game we 
extremely bad. Northern I 
had 1,300 people in their 
We were totally intimidat 
Ralston said. "It was a ni 
mare." 
ANDREW VERCOUTEREN/Staff photographer 
Steve Rowe hangs underneath the hoop and attempts a shot against Marathon Oil on Friday at Lantz Gym. 
Rowe's 30-point effort led the Panthers to a 101-95 exhibition victory. 
Eastern was up I 0-7 and serv-
ing in the fifth game against 
Drake when they served an error 
making the score 10"8. The 
Lady Bulldogs came back and 
served seven straight points to 
win the match. 
In the first garhe, the 
Panthers had just one kill 
posting seven errors. 
Eastern 's hitting percen 
improved after the first g 
They hit .162 in the sec 
game and .325 in the t 
game. Panthers. slip by Marathon Oil 
By KEN RYAN 
Associate sports editor 
It may have only been an exhibi-
tion game, but the Eastern basket-
ball team found out some answers 
about how the season might go in 
their 101-95 victory over Marathon 
Oil on Friday night at Lantz Gym. 
The Panthers, who led by as 
many as 21 points, held off a furi-
ous comeback by the Marathon Oil 
squad, but led by pre-season Mid-
Continent selection Steve Rowe's 
30 points and sophomore center 
Curtis Leib's 18 points and five 
rebounds, they were able to hold on 
for the victory. 
"We wanted to try to make the 
concession stand a little more 
money," said Panther head coach 
Rick Samuels after his team almost 
blew the big lead. "I think our play-
ers kind of flattened out. We have 
to handle some situations late in the 
game better than we did. When you 
have a 21-point lead, you have to 
put the game away and that's the 
bottom line." 
"Continued on page 11 
In its final home match of the 
season, Drake honored their 
seniors in a Senior night cere-
mony. 
"They had two seniors and 
they were the two that hurt us 
the most," Ralston said. 
"(Drake's seniors) wanted a win 
and they got it." 
Ralston added, "We had to 
check out of the hotel at 11 a.m. 
and we played at 7 p.m. The 
kids spent time at the mall and 
"After the first game 
played very respectab 
Ralston said. "Twenty-I 
kills, though, isn't going to 
matches." 
Green led the Panthers 
eight kills and six digs w 
Traub added seven kills and 
blocks. Olson had nine digs 
Casey added 13 kills. 
